Permanent Wood Foundations
A permanent wood foundation (PWF) is an engineered
construction system that uses load-bearing exterior light-frame
wood walls in a below-grade application. A PWF consists of a
stud wall and footing substructure, constructed of approved
preservative-treated plywood and lumber, which supports an
above-grade superstructure. Besides providing vertical and
lateral structural support, the PWF system provides resistance to
heat and moisture flow. The first PWF examples were built as
early as 1950 and many are still being used today.
A PWF is a strong, durable and proven engineered system that
has a number of unique advantages:
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energy savings resulting from high insulation levels,
achievable through the application of stud cavity insulation
and exterior rigid insulation (up to 20% of heat transfer can
occur through the foundation);
dry, comfortable living space provided by a superior
drainage system (which does not require weeping tile);
increased living space since drywall can be attached
directly to foundation wall studs;
resistance to cracking from freeze/thaw cycles;
adaptable to most building designs, including crawl spaces,
additions and walk-out basements;
one trade required for more efficient construction
scheduling;
buildable during winter with minimal protection around
footings to protect them from freezing;
rapid construction, whether framed on site or pre-fabricated
off-site;
materials are readily available and can be efficiently
shipped to rural or remote building sites; and
long life, based on field and engineering experience.

PWFs are suitable for all types of light-frame construction
covered under Part 9 ‘Housing and Small Buildings’ of the
National Building Code of Canada (NBC), that is, PWF can be
used for buildings up to three-storeys in height above the
foundation and having a building area not exceeding 600 m2.
PWFs can be used as foundation systems for single-family
detached houses, townhouses, low-rise apartments, and
institutional and commercial buildings. PWFs can also be
designed for projects such as crawlspaces, room additions and
knee-wall foundations for garages and manufactured homes.
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WOOD FOUNDATION, A DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN?
Posted September 7, 2016 by Lars Knobloch (https://www.nordichomeinspection.com/author/nordic-admin/) & led under Home Inspection
(https://www.nordichomeinspection.com/category/home-inspection/).

I feel sorry for the wood foundation. Not because it’s terribly unsound – because it’s not. Not because it’s known to settle or have
chronic moisture problems, because that’s not true either. I am not sure where it’s coming from, but we commonly hear concerns
about the wood foundation from home buyers. I have even seen home buyers walk away from the purchase when I made them
realize it was a wood foundation and not a poured concrete foundation as they thought it was.
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“I can honestly say that I have seen less than ve failed
foundations built with wood. What’s common with all of
them have been excessive negative grade over several years”

In case you didn’t know; accelerated laboratory testing of modern pressure treated materials indicates a lifetime of over 100
years with no serious deterioration, and the durability of the systems has been amply demonstrated over the long-term by inground tests conducted over the past 40 years by various Federal agencies.

A 100 year life expectancy or not, I have personally inspected thousands and thousands of homes – several hundred of them with
a wood foundation. So let me share some facts based on my experience:
A block foundation is much weaker, and fails at a much higher rate in our area than a wood foundation
A poured concrete foundation will crack from settling or pressure from the soil, and it’s common to see water leaking
through these cracks. Poured foundations also commonly start leaning due to pressure from the soil
It is very important to keep water away from any foundation, not only to prevent from moisture intrusions in the basement,
but also to take pressure from your foundation. You do that by having a positive slope away from the foundation (dirt,
concrete slabs etc. should slope away from the foundation wall – NOT towards it)
I can honestly say that I have seen less than ve failed foundations built with wood. What’s common with all of them has
been excessive negative grade over several years
We have no contractors in our area specializing in repairs on wood foundations. Simply because the demand is very low or
not present
We don’t know exactly how long a wood foundation will last, but we know that the most common options to wood are poured
concrete and concrete blocks, and I have seen those foundations fail in homes ranging from 10 to 50 years old.
My nal conclusion is: wood foundations are probably not any worse than any other type of foundation as long as you keep the
water draining away from the foundation
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Lars at Nordic was very helpful explaining
every step of the way. He answered all my
questions in a way…
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